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ABSTRACT

With the specific case of BaClp in mind, for which neutron diffraction

data is available, we have studied the theory of freezing of an ionic melt into

a superionic phase.

The idea underlying the theory presented here is that the rather highly

ordered cation assembly in molten Bad,, revealed by the neutron experiment,

leais to cation sub-lattice freezing with the usual volume change associated

with the first-order phase transition. This has two effects on the anions: (i)

it imposes a volume change and (ii) it modulates the number density of the anions

from its homogeneous form atove the freezing temperature.

Explicitly, this modulation is calculated in linear response approximation

in terms of (i) the Fourier components of the density in the cation sub-lattice

and (ii) the liquid direct correlation functions c B a_ c l s*"1 Cci-Cl* T h i S

treatment shows that the freezing transition is a Balance betveen the free energy

increase associated with the ordering of the singlet densities of anions and

cations and the decrease due to the voluae. contraction. Taking the volume change

from experiment, the modulation of the singlet densities at the first reciprocal

lattice vector can be estimated.
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In n previous paper v.'o have di^cucced the /r.uchanion of freczinc

in the alkali halidcu ac a firut-ordor transition driven by the rv-irkod

cicjrcc of ordering in the charge density of these nolle1.: asltc . In the

present work t motivated by available neutron diffraction data
11 on molten

EaCl , we shall discuss the freezing of such a liquid into a superionic

phc.se . It ic apparent from the neutron data on the liquid structure

factors "ga_ga
 e* c' tflat the Ea cations e::hit>it a narked degree of ordering,

ftj... „, and 3 „.. have nuch less pronounced features,The structure factor

occurring at conewhat different wave numbers . This observed behaviour is

* Submitted for publication.

to be contrasted with the situation occurring in molten alkali halides such as

P.bCl , where the three partial structure factors have main peaks of

comparable height at essentially the same wave number . Of course , this is

not wholly surprising in view of the different charges and sizes of the

ionic constituents . In this paper we are interested in the way in which

these structural differences ere reflected in the freezing process , with

specific reference to BaCl^ . Additional relevant data concerns the EiagnitudeE

of the relative volume change at freezing . For BaCl , the volume increase on

melting is 3^5 t> , to be contrasted with the 14 % increase for RbCl , or the

25 0) increase for NaCl.

These contrasting features between the alkali hnlides and EaClo

lead us to think of freezing into the superionic phase in the follovinc manner.

The freezing of BaCl specifically is regarded as driven by the marked

cation ordering in the liquid. Thin leads tp a cation cub-lattice , with the

volume contraction associated with this firat-order transition , In turn ,



the unions n^e subjected thereby to"(i) the volurc ciirji;;e e.ncl (ii) rriotiu

of their.ainclet ionic density , by thiu cation cub-lattice, order . In the

following coction vre therefore present a generalisation of the theory for

alkali halide free7,inj; in ref . 1 to cnbody the specific features

appropriate to EaCl and liquids with sirdlar properties .

densities

.'c cicnoi.0 the niji^lct densities in liquid and in cii

riJi-'tca by P . | and P. Cr) res pectivcly . The par t ia l direct correlation

functions in the liquid arc denoted by c^.(r) . "ollouing ref. 1 j v-e have th

two equations h i l t ding the Ein^let densities and the l i quid c. , ' s :

The two phases must tc t^ken at the coexijtence point ( the condition of

equilibrium of the two phases being that the difference ilXLof the

. thermodynarcic potential be .zero. This difference , when the Eulor equations

12.1) are used , has the explicit form :

(2.2)

vjhere p and P are the mean number densities in solid and liquid

phases while V is the volume .

At this point we Fourier analyze the singlet densities in the

euperionic phase, by

where P = p + fL end the G's are the reciprocal lattice vectors • The prime

Dieans G ^ 0 . li'o also Fourier analyze the direct correlation functions hy

a



ubctitutinc in eqn& (2.1) vc tlicn'o'ltain for the V: - 0 component

(2 .5).

The diverGont Coulorab terms in the e. .(!:) £or k tending to zero cancel in

eqn (2.5) on <jecount of the electrical neutrality condition

P - P

After the divergent terms in "c. . (k) at email k are accounted for as above, there

is a finite limit as k ->0 , with value c^CO) say . Then , usinc eqns(2.5)

and (2.6) , v/e find

(2.7)

Tlie combination of o. . entering eqn.(2.7) involves the compressibility and

the difference in p artial molar volumes for the two components of the liquid •

Turning to the G j O terms from the Euler eqns (2*1? \/e obtain

-i

(2.S)

Ilnallj tlie expression (S.2) for J\Sl,cc.n be written us

kgj

I C <?) ri(

(2.9)

This form of A9makes quantitative the earlier etatement that the phase

transition occurs as a balance between a favourable term from the volume

contraction and an increase in-11 from the Fourier component modulation of the

singlet densities. Again , the particular combination of c..(0) in eqn

(2,9) is re_lated to the compressibility of the liquid .

3. Linear response theory connecting Fourier components of anion and cation

singlet densities

Eo far the development has been formally exact . Mou v/e turn ,

with BaCl in mind j to enquire hoif ths anion density modulation , described -y

the Fourier components f__ say t can be related to the cation sub-lattice

Fourier components f,„ • For the special case G = 0 , it is important to

stress that {*„ is already determined exactly by P^ using the charGe

neutrality condition (2.6) .

Recalling the experimental result tliat the I5a cations are

highly ordered in the liquid phase , it is a reasonable starting point to

argue that the freezing into a cation sub-lattice can be treated as a

perturbation on the anion singlet density , which is homogeneous , with

density P- in the liquid phase . l.'e shall return below to diccuos tlie

validity of this approximation for BaCl



V.'e therefore take eqn (2.8) for i = 2 and lineari;;c the left-han<t-

eide in the P__'o • Then the integration can be performed to yield

faa, (3.D

(f«lfa.J - c Cff)

As vfas to be expected , the coupling of the sub-lattice 1 to the

A*

modulations P~~ is determined by the crocs-correlation function c,.,(G) .

The (Senominator in eqn (J.1) represents in essence the response function of

the system 2 , ie the anions in BaCl .

. . One is still left with the coupled non-linear eqns (2,7) and (2 .8)

for i =1 , to determine (i) the volume change fc/p(, and (ii) the Fourier

components P,., . In the absence of a numerical solution of these equations,

wo can relate these two quantities (i) and (ii) by mailing use of eqn (2.9) ,

in the approximation in which we single out the principal JTourier component

P say . For BaCl , it in evident that the pronounced main peEk in

S_ B corresponds to the first reciprocal lattice vector of the Ba

eub-lattice , which thereby fixes G , except for the contraction implied

by the volume change . Below, we discuss the numerical estimates for EaCl ,

with input as the observed volume change .

'l. Order of magnitude estimates for BaCl

Presently v:e are not GUSTO of data on the iv.olten state/of

ny other superionic conductor than BaCl^ and therefore the c.-,tinateo

e^ow ere concerned exclusively with this material . Uning the data of rof. ?-

wo can vec enn (.3,1) to obtnin f ' ^ O.'l P Q . Obviou:^ , tliio ratio
"1 *1

is somewhat lar£,e for linear response theory to be fully quantitative . Of

course it io possible .that other materials , ec Agl , may be hotter

described than BaCl .

However, usine the above relation between ° and p ̂  in
».l -ul

eqn (2.9) , &nd keeping only the main Fourier component , we find , cqu

to zero ,

Here we have used the fact that there are 8 equivalent vectors of length

and we have also linearized in the volume change because of the observed

email value of 3.5 ^ referred to above for BaCl . V.'e obtain

in terms of observable quantities from eqn Cul) as |f1G |/ (V

Ail

41

0.6 ,

assuming the quantity in square brackets on the left-hand-side of eqn Ct.l) i

• structure

which is the inverse of the number-number factor at k = 0 is

-V10 , as in molten alkali hali'des . Alternatively , ujdng- eqn (2.7) for

i = 2 after linearisation , we estihate f f ^ |/ {V p ) of order unity ,

which is not badly inconsistent with the previous value . Clearly, to

obtain quantitative values , it will be liececcary to examine numerically the

influence of other reciprocal lattice vectors .



The basic equations of the present theory ore the non-linear

foms (2.7) a_nd (2,8) ', and the coexistence condition /VJJU 0 in oqn (2.9) .

Given experimental data on the partial structure factors , cqns (2.7) and (2.5)

eon be salved for tho Fourier components of the singlet densities and for the

•volume chance . Eqn (3-1) is the lowest order relation between the Fourier

components in a linearized framework .

We conclude by remarking on the connection of the above structural

. theorj with defect properties . In EbCl , the essential equality of

principal peaks of SR^ „. and S^. „.. in the liquid , which means of course

Entirely sinilar degrees of ordering of cations and onions, parallels the

defect structure of the crystal in which equal numbers of vacancies occur on

•the two sub-lattices . In the treatment of the freezing of alkali halidea in

ref. 1 , we foouesed on the charge-charge structure factor as the dominant

elcmant in driving the transition. In essence, this is a statement appropriate

whan Echottky defects dominate in the crystal . In contrast, in B a d , , the

freezing transition is driven by the marked degree of order awong the cations .

Though the present theory do«s not appeal to the idea of defects in the

high temperature spporionic crystal phase , the type of ordering in liquid

EaCl nevertheless parallels the situation in a crystal with anion

"JYenkel defects. Another manifestation- of the difference between Schottky

and Frenkel defects seems to us to be the large-volume chance on freezing of

the alkali halides , and the relatively small change in F.aCl- . In

particular, it is known that creating Schottky defects involves a

.substantial volumo of formation • The value we get for the ratio of

of the Fourier components of the singlet densities has, of course, been

obtained l>y usinc tile cr.all ob^crv ed volur.-jc contraction of ]?aCl_ on frecsinc •

, namely T f
 r < T, < T, ; an ordering

te have, 00 far, considered only ail exanple of cupcrionieity

in a fluorite structure , we believe it to be of interest to have

experiments on the different material Agl . In particular , structural

information on the molten state would be useful for comparison with RbCl .

It would also be informative , \ie think, to compare the molten structures

of Agl with those of AgCl and AgBr , which do not exhibit superionicity .

Relevant to this latter comparison is the ordering of the freezing

temperatures

•it
V7hiohjis tempting to associate with the spperionic nature of Agl •
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